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Lincoln Park Residence | Chicago
Tigerman McCurry Architects

DESIGN FOR
LIVING
An architect works with a sprawling
one-of-a-kind lot to create an urban oasis
for a family.
BY BETH BROOME
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVE HALL

A

t first blush, it is not clear that the low-slung glass-and-metal
building is a house at all. Marching determinedly over its
216-foot-wide lot on a quiet residential street in Chicago’s
Lincoln Park, the structure is an enigma—its mass and materials belie its domestic program. Around it, the coveted leafy
neighborhood on the city’s North Side just west of Lake
Michigan, largely rebuilt after the Great Chicago Fire of
1871, is an eclectic collage of historic row houses, interspersed with
courtyard apartment buildings and high-rise condos. Surprisingly, this
newcomer fits in by standing out and, while projecting a cool urban
demeanor, shelters a welcoming family home within.
The clients’ story is a familiar one. For years, the couple occupied a
three-bedroom condominium in the area. As their family grew to
include three children, they embarked on a search to find more space.
They were not willing to leave the neighborhood. “We have deep roots
here,” says the wife, noting that it was important for her children to
continue walking to their school and for her husband to jog early every
morning in Lincoln Park, for which the area is named. When a local
hospital was razed to make way for a condo-townhouse complex, the
clients approached the developer. And here’s where the story becomes
extraordinary: for their future home, they proposed purchasing eight
adjacent townhouse lots next to a historic chapel (which remained) and
surrounded by residential towers.
Finding an architect was easy. The couple had a longstanding relationship with Margaret McCurry of Chicago’s Tigerman McCurry
Architects, who had designed their apartment interior and vacation
home. “In terms of articulating what we wanted from this house, it was
like shorthand,” says the wife. “Margaret knows us very well, and we
know her very well, so we were able to skip over a large part of that
initial discussion clients usually have with their architects about what
their tastes are.” The wife is more of a modernist; the husband, not so
much; what they agreed on was a contemporary structure of glass and
steel, with a warm interior. What McCurry (who runs her firm with her
husband, Stanley Tigerman) gave them is a Chicago-modern house with
a classical parti. “Stanley and I have been called classical modernists,
modern classicists,” notes the architect.
Working with the long, shallow site and the grid of the eight lots
(which sit atop two levels of underground parking for the condomini-

HOME STRETCH Massing is broken up in a way that gives the residence the
appearance of a line of rowhouses (opposite, bottom). Interiors, like the kitchen (at
right) flow to generous, lushly landscaped outdoor spaces.
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WELCOME SIGN A Bertoia sculpture sits
behind seating and greets guests passing
through the double-height entry (left).
Monolithic structures conceal closets. A
high-performance curtain wall connects the
understated living room (above), with its
zinc-clad columns, to the streetscape beyond.
Stanley Tigerman designed the aluminum
coffee table.

LINCOLN PARK RESIDENCE

ums), McCurry envisioned a Palladian plan. An 8,000-squarefoot central volume serves as the heart of the house, containing a gracious double-height entry and stair, the living room,
a sprawling open kitchen that spills into a dining area, and a
modestly scaled bedroom zone on the top level. This structure
is flanked by courtyards and wings to the east and west—
connected by glazed bridges screened with zinc louvers—that
hold ancillary areas: guest quarters, his and hers studies, a lap
pool and fitness center, and playrooms. The project did not

CHICAGO

TIGERMAN MCCURRY ARCHITECTS

originate with a huge list of required components; instead,
the program evolved as the design progressed. For example,
raising a portion of the lower floor 4 feet accommodated
mechanicals but also enabled the addition of the pool and a
Japanese bath (both heated by PVs on the green roof), which
the client had always wanted.
In her extensive residential work (most of which has been
in suburban or rural settings), McCurry plays with regional
elements. “I’ve always enjoyed transforming the vernacular
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into something that has a sense of
history and roots but isn’t exactly
something you have seen in the neighborhood,” she says. “The client wanted a
modern house, and I very much wanted
to do a modern house—I was raised at
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill for 11
years.” With its steel, glass-and-aluminum curtain wall, expressed structure,
and strong grid, the building is unmistakably Chicagoan.
While some may not envy the prospect of cozying up to an architecturally
uninspired development such as the
adjacent one that replaced the hospital,
an indisputable benefit was that the
new house was exempt from Lincoln
Park’s stringent landmark restrictions.
As part of the larger project, however,
construction of the house could not
proceed without the developers’ approval. No doubt, they would have
preferred something more historicist,
in the vein of the Frenchified confection—with its mansard roof and
parterres—next door. Indeed, the original drawings included a tan terra-cotta
rainscreen, in deference to the condo
tower. But, as a sizable investor in the
overall project, McCurry’s clients did
have some sway, and won over the
developer with the current design,
which also breaks down the scale and
reduces the big house’s street presence
by creating the illusion of a row of
individual townhouses. In addition, the
team had to agree to fast-track construction, which was completed in
three years.
As the clients had hoped, the interiors have a soft side. Abundant use of
glass admits generous daylight and
connects inhabitants to the outdoors, in
particular the picturesque historic
streetscape to the south. At the same
time, the east and west wings shield the
house’s core, diminishing the presence
of the neighboring towers, and zinc
louvers and translucent laminated
glazing afford ample privacy. Living
areas in the main structure flow, creating an informal air, while the bedrooms
upstairs are tightly choreographed in an
intimate cluster. “We are a family and
want to hang out together most of the
time,” says the wife. However, some of
the ancillary spaces feel puffy and suggest programming that was created to
fill space. A restrained material palette
brings things down to earth. While
rugged exterior steel and zinc continue

LINCOLN PARK RESIDENCE
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STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
A perforated-steel stair at
the house’s core
(opposite) is dramatized
by LEDs running up its
middle. The kitchen
(above) spills into dining
areas, including one
outside. A glass-enclosed
bridge (left) connects the
central volume to the
guest wing and is
shielded by zinc louvers.
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inside, Douglas fir on the floor and walls, fabric ceilings in the public
areas, as well as straightforward elements like drywall and whitepainted millwork imbue the spaces with a domestic quality.
The trend of choosing to stay in the city to raise children has gained a
lot of traction in recent years. This house certainly proposes a new way of
doing it, albeit one that’s available only to a select few and doubtful to be
repeated any time soon. Here McCurry has deftly drawn on precedent
and worked with a complex urban setting—one that is in part distinctly
Chicagoan and in part anonymous—to create a unique family home. n

10 M.

credits
1

MAIN ENTRY

12 POOL DRESSING ROOM

22 HALF BASKETBALL

COURT

2

PRIVATE GARAGE

13 BAMBOO GARDEN

3

GUEST ENTRY/STAIR

14 JAPANESE BATH

23 GUEST GREAT ROOM

4

FAMILY ROOM

15 MECHANICAL

24 GUEST BEDROOM

5

MUD ROOM

16 LIVING ROOM

25 MASTER BEDROOM

6

HOUSE MANAGER

17 DINING

26 MASTER DRESSING

7

WINE ROOM

18 KITCHEN

8

ELEVATOR

9

PLAYROOM

10 FITNESS
11 LAP POOL

ARCHITECT: Tigerman McCurry

CLIENT: withheld

Architects — Margaret McCurry, partner in
charge; Jeremy Hinton, Rachel Oleinick,
Melany Telleen, project architects

SIZE: withheld

ENGINEERS: The Structural Shop

COST: withheld
COMPLETION DATE: June 2015

27 MASTER BATH

(structure); db/HMS (m/e/p); Sound
Specialists (av/shade integration); Titan
Security Services (security)

STEEL FRAME: Scott Steel

19 OFFICE

28 CHILD’S BEDROOM

CONSULTANTS: Artemisia Landscape

CURTAIN WALL: Kawneer,

20 CONSERVATORY

29 EXIT STAIR

Design (landscape); Architecture + Light
(lighting); Threshold Acoustics (acoustical)

PAINTS AND STAINS: Benjamin Moore

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:

DOUGLAS FIR FLOORING: Dinesen

Bulley & Andrews

SHADES: Lutron

21 SKYLIGHT/

REFLECTING POOL

SOURCES

Chicago Heights Glass
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CITY SANCTUARY
The master bedroom
(left) is intimately
scaled, its plain white
walls animated by a
fireplace and a Corbu
tapestry. A skylight
admits daylight, as do
ample windows,
whose arrangement
allows for privacy. A
Japanese bath
(opposite) looks out to
a bamboo garden.
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Taylor Street House | Boston | SAS design BUILD

HARMONIC
CONVERGENCE
In a marriage of old and new, a house
achieves a happy balance for its occupants
and the surrounding historic neighborhood.
BY ROBERT CAMPBELL, FAIA
PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER VANDERWARKER

T

he South End in Boston is a world of intimate streets lined
by brick townhouses, often with swelling bowfronts and
high stoops. Most houses predate the Civil War. Among
residents, the preservation ethic is strong. But preservation
finds common ground with modernism in the design of this
remarkable house.
Ramy Rizkalla, the owner, is an ophthalmologist with a
passion for architecture that he acquired, he says, from having once
lived for four years in New York, “with its strong design culture.” He
loves this neighborhood. But he dislikes architecture that imitates the
past. He’s a fan of early modernism. He likes an industrial look, with
materials that are strong and bare: structural steel, raw concrete,
unpainted wood, wide stretches of glass. He admires Brutalism.
In the summer of 2011, Rizkalla and his partner, Cynthia
Marturano, also a doctor, acquired a privately owned lot on tiny Taylor
Street, deep in the heart of the South End. They found a sympathetic
designer in Scott Slarsky, who was at that time working independently
and today is a director in the firm of Shepley Bulfinch Richardson
Abbott. Working with Slarsky and his associate Christopher Wortley
(the team behind SAS design BUILD), the couple designed their glass
and steel dream house at 10 Taylor.
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TWO IN ONE
In Boston’s South End,
a wood building dating
to 1899 has been
reconstructed and
expanded with a new wing
of modernist glass and
steel (this page and
opposite). An exoskeleton
of wood louvers covers
much of the new wing,
providing shading and
privacy and offering a
sociable nod to its older
neighbor.
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But trouble began when the couple began to demolish parts of a
vacant wood-frame house that occupied half the property. Neighbors
rose in wrath, saying they’d never been consulted. Some feared that the
building, which dated to 1899, was going to be obliterated. Others simply thought the new design was wrong for the historic neighborhood.
The city’s landmarks commission, which had a right of review over the
wood house and its half of the site, halted the project.
Perhaps what is most interesting is not the dispute, which was predictable, but the ways in which the design began to morph. As discussion
flared among the owners, the architects, the community, and the public
agencies, a deal was struck. The height of the proposed house was lowered by a story, the facade was set back 6 feet, and windows were
reconfigured. Most important, both the owner and the landmarks commission belatedly stated that there had never been any intention of
tearing down the street facade of the old house. This facade, at least,
would be saved, renovated, and incorporated into the new structure.

It was design by democracy, surely a rarity in the history of Record
Houses. The resulting dwelling looks like two houses standing side by
side. The left half mimics the architecture of a century ago. The right
side (which was not beholden to landmark restrictions) is a modernist
interloper. It’s as if advocates of opposite political views were standing
there holding up placards.
Visitors enter the combined dwelling through a Victorian door
in the reconstructed front of the old house. It’s like stepping behind
a theater curtain. You can call the maneuver facade-ectomy. But that’s
the charm of any historic city, where old and new are so often layered
in a fascinating collage.
Once inside 10 Taylor, you’re in the interior the owners and designer
always wanted. It has the bold logic of classic modernism: loftlike
spaces that flow freely into one another, materials that are exposed
and celebrated, and details that are both elegant and logical. One space
in particular dominates: a tall volume that rises in places to double-

TAYLOR STREET HOUSE

BARING IT ALL The loftlike living space (above) looks
out to neighboring historic brick houses. Materials are
left uncovered and unfinished, including steel framing,
raw concrete walls, and a floor of end-grain reclaimed
American oak. The view from the guest bedroom (right)
down to the living space is typical of surprising
overlooks and transparencies throughout the house.

BOSTON

SAS DESIGN BUILD
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TAYLOR STREET HOUSE

BOSTON

SAS DESIGN BUILD

story height and contains the public world of the house: the
entry and stair hall, living and dining space, a TV room,
and an elegant open kitchen. A view to a small public park
next door connects occupants to the world beyond. This
interior feels more like an intimate village square than a
room or suite of rooms, and immediately suggests the possibility of gathering.
Materials in the living space are raw and powerful.
Muscular black steel columns rise to support steel beams
overhead. The metal is strong but not aggressive and measures and frames the space.
Light enters through a system of unfinished wood louvers that provides shade and privacy when desired. The
louvers wrap much of the new exterior like a trellis, a deliberate nod to the woodiness of the old house.
The owner laid down one rule: nothing was to be covered up. The house would wear no fancy architectural
clothes, no plaster or drywall to hide the construction—not
even paint or varnish on wood walls, floors, and ceilings.
Most of the floor of the living space, for example, is surfaced in beautiful end-grain repurposed oak that’s left
unfinished. The expectation is that occupants will wear
visible pathways on it. A love of surprising overhangs and
transparencies may remind some visitors of the 1931
Maison de Verre by Pierre Chareau in Paris. (Slarsky confesses the influence.)
The no-coverup rule derives from the early Modern movement of the 1920s, when that kind of stubborn honesty was
a critique of what was seen as the stagey, pictorial architecture of the Victorian era. The South End interior is modern
in that sense, but it is also a revival. Rizkalla collects midcentury modern chairs, and when you join the owners at
the round dining table, the social nucleus of the house, you
sit on classic chairs by the Danish master Hans Wegner. At
10 Taylor, the game of design is played among several pasts
and presents. n

credits
ARCHITECT: SAS design Build — Scott Slarsky, Christopher Wortley, lead

designers; Maryann Upton, conceptual planning
ARCHITECT OF RECORD: Alan Christ
ENGINEERS: Structures Workshop
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: The Holland Companies
SIZE: 4,200 square feet (gross)
COST: withheld
COMPLETION DATE: April 2015

SOURCES
CURTAIN WALL: Kawneer
WINDOWS: Pella
SKYLIGHTS: Dayliter Skylights
LOCKSETS: Frank Allart
MILLWORK: Jeong Lee Custom Cabinetry
PAINTS AND STAINS: WOCA
WOOD FLOOR: Elmwood Reclaimed Timber
LIGHTING: Flos, Lightolier, Lucifer
BIFOLD GARAGE DOOR: Schweiss Doors

SECOND-STORY JOB Social spaces (opposite) are informal and flow from one to another. The
owners’ period furnishings help set an intimate tone. The stair landing (above), with its grass-like
rug from Argentina, exhibits the owners’ and architects’ passion for expressive spaces and details.
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